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Michelle Phan has believed in make-up since the first time she was allowed to try eyeliner.  When
she looked in the mirror and saw a transformed version of herself searching back, she fell deeply
in love with the sense of confidence that make-up could give her.   Ever since she posted her 1st
makeup tutorial on YouTube, she's devoted herself to inspire hundreds of thousands by using
makeup as an instrument for transformation and personal expression.s trademark beauty and
style tutorials,  From creating a gorgeous smoky eye to understanding contouring to developing
an online persona, Michelle has tips to assist you transform every facet of your life. CONSTITUTE
is filled with Michelle’ Today, Michelle has compiled most of her best wisdom into CONSTITUTE:
Your Life Guidebook to Beauty, Style, and Success--Online and Off. tales and photos from her
own lifestyle, and information on the topics she actually is asked about most, including etiquette,
profession, entrepreneurship, and creativity. From the everyday (such as for example how to get
glowing epidermis) to the picture as a whole (such as how to turn your interest into a
profession), Make Up is a practical and empowering resource to help anyone put their best face
forward.
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Highly recommended for young ladies! I myself was disappointed- I missed anything in this book
that I didn't know. Maybe I had a need to read the description a bit better, however when I saw
"MAKE UP" in the title, I assumed this might be the majority of the content in the book. Also time
I viewed the publication before wrapping it to give it to my pal, I was a wee bit envious..
Beautifully done! Really small makeup section Very small section about makeup and just basics.'
What female doesn't know that? I think her message to women and women is super positive and
find her to be a beautiful and . Again, younger females may value this, but this was details that I
don't need. Therefore for me, this was a waste of cash. Great life information for teens and
adults alike!. She's the first beauty guru I've ever watched and I'm so glad to see her success as
she did. She even recommended my friend's sister to read through it.Michelle offers advice from
social lifestyle to using the computer, beauty, and career. In the first area of the book, she
includes a bit of her history/biography. In the event that you haven't tested Michelle Phan's
youtube channel, you're really missing out. She provides a lot of honest life guidance not only is
it a beauty guru. I also was not a fan of the way that she had all these rules on make-up and how
to live your life.The book is also extremely nicely designed, with colored pages and quality
material for every page. But there's info on how to dress, how to move prepare for a job
interview.. Four Stars No significant eye make up, her life story is really inspiring, sincere advice
Great book for beginner/moderate level enthusiast This book is written for beginner-moderate
level constitute enthusiasts but it doesn't mean it's not great. It's pretty and well thought out and
put together. Admittedly, my teenage daughters are more fascinated by the content of this
publication than I am.? If you're a fan of Michelle or searching for some ideas in make-up,
independent entrepreneurship and a few encouragement to get right up and stick to your
dreams, Michelle manages to do that within the webpages of an extremely nicely bound book.
Bought 2 copies for my best friends' senior high school graduation and I'm right now considering
buying one for myself. Slut Shaming?so investing in a copy for myself is soon! It's certainly no
"Kevin-Aucoin-esque" advanced make-up technique guide --- but again, it doesn't claim to be.
Michelle Phan as a human being is a massive contribution to the people and this book gives you
a well-rounded appear at who she is as a person and what she represents. General, I believe her
message to women and girls is super positive and discover her to be a beautiful and authentic
person who just oozes with like and light. I would definitely gift this publication to the younger
females in my entire life! xo really good read this book is very inspirational it is an excellent read
and enables you to feel good and is empowering but you will get very good makeup advice clear
of youtube that is much more in depth than this book but having said that I highly recommend
reading it. I'm 23, wouldn't contact myself a complete beginner but I'm not at all great yet. I love
Michelle Phan. Among my friend's mom actually flipped through the publication and really loved
my present. She's fine at teaching others at how to look and take action fancy without stop
becoming who we have been. This is a must read for the girly female, professional makeup
artists, and beginners. A Good Gift Idea Make-up and personal care tips and help, personal stats
of how she got where she is and turned a hobby of something she loved right into a business
and some tips for work interviews, resumes, etiquette things such as that.I'd recommend this
publication to young teens who are really into make-up.. I really like Michelle Phan, We watch
her videos from the very beginning when she was utilizing a crappy camera. She does touch on
the fact that as much fun as make-up it's real confidence and personality that makes the make-
up pop.All in all a good read, a good gift idea but pretty generic stuff. Amazing book. I always be
thankful when books like this also delve into holding onto you're integrity and popularity. I was
able to grow with her and see how make up changed her life. Not cool. I love it.Very,extremely



basic stuff. Michelle has done a fantastic job with her publication! I liked it to pieces and it makes
a lovely addition to my bookshelf.. I love how it was organized and the information was both
interesting and brand-new/familiar in some sections. There's even a line from the reserve that
says something similar to, 'The barrel of the curling iron may be the part that heats up and curls
the locks. Might be an excellent book for a high schooler no adult. Expert Make-up advice This
book is full with information I can use and I am a grown women.. I honestly like Michelle Phan's
writing style in this- short, lovely and to the stage. it's one of the best books I've read in ten years
Exceptional etiquette and protocol book. This book goes over everything starting from the
bottom up. Of training course I understand how to put on blush, mascara, etc but she gives great
guidelines that I hardly ever knew. For instance, she mentions conditioning your eyelashes with
petrolium jelly. Super helpful random suggestion that I didn't even know could help my day to
day routine. It's a great, helpful publication and I would suggest it.it appears this book is best
suited for the 15-21 year olds As another reviewer described, it seems this book is best suited for
the 15-21 year olds. My girl loves the book! I adore this woman so in all honesty, We would've
purchased this reserve no matter the evaluations! I learned how to put on constitute from her
and her publication is beautiful and thoughtful to the reader. This book is pretty much all of the
advice Michelle would share with someone if she had a couple of hours to sit back with them.
However, the publication is cisnormative and discusses slut-shaming, which is so not great. She
is also an entrepreneur and has her own beauty brand. I believe makeup especially should be
about experimentation, so I had not been a fan overall.
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